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The purpose of this study is to analyze motion-induced dose error generated by each tumor motion parameters 

of irregular tumor motion in helical tomotherapy. To understand the effect of the irregular tumor motion, a simple 

analytical model was simulated. Moving cases that has tumor motion were divided into a slightly irregular tumor 

motion case, a large irregular tumor motion case and a patient case. The slightly irregular tumor motion case 

was simulated with a variability of 10% in the tumor motion parameters of amplitude (amplitude case), period 

(period case), and baseline (baseline case), while the large irregular tumor motion case was simulated with a 

variability of 40%. In the phase case, the initial phase of the tumor motion was divided into end inhale, mid 

exhale, end exhale, and mid inhale; the simulated dose profiles for each case were compared. The patient case 

was also investigated to verify the motion-induced dose error in ‘clinical-like’ conditions. According to the 

simulation process, the dose profile was calculated. The moving case was compared with the static case that 

has no tumor motion. In the amplitude, period, baseline cases, the results show that the motion-induced dose 

error in the large irregular tumor motion case was larger than that in the slightly irregular tumor motion case 

or regular tumor motion case. Because the offset effect was inversely proportion to irregularity of tumor motion, 

offset effect was smaller in the large irregular tumor motion case than the slightly irregular tumor motion case 

or regular tumor motion case. In the phase case, the larger dose discrepancy was observed in the irregular tumor 

motion case than regular tumor motion case. A larger motion-induced dose error was also observed in the patient 

case than in the regular tumor motion case. This study analyzed motion-induced dose error as a function of 

each tumor motion parameters of irregular tumor motion during helical tomotherapy. The analysis showed that 

variability control of irregular tumor motion is important. We believe that the variability of irregular tumor motion 

can be reduced by using abdominal compression and respiratory training.
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Introduction

  Tumor motion caused by respiration produces motion-induced 

dose errors in radiation therapy.1-3) The motion-induced dose er-

ror presents additional complications in helical tomotherapy, as 

the tumor motion interacts with the couch motion.4,5) Owing to 

the tumor motion, the treatment field does not reach the tumor 

region constantly, and repeatedly shifts in and out of the tumor 

area.6,7) This effect prevents the delivery of the planned dose to 

the tumor region.8,9) Typically, gating or tracking techniques are 

used to solve this problem in LINAC or cyberknife.10-12) However, 

the use of such techniques is limited in helical tomotherapy, as 

the gantry and couch continuously move during the treatment. 
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Fig. 1. Schematic of acquiring the 

dose profile.

Many previous studies have focused on this issue. 

  Dose profiles according to the changes of the field widths 

and gantry rotation periods have been reported.5) As a result of 

this study, 5 cm of field width exhibited better gamma passing 

rates than 1 cm and 2.5 cm widths in the gamma comparisons 

with 2% dose discrepancy and 2 mm distance-to-agreement. In 

a different study focused on couch motion,7) the couch motion 

was varied within a range of values, and the effects on the 

dose profiles were assessed. Furthermore, different dose pro-

files in relation to the initial phase of the tumor motion have 

been shown.6) Many studies related to this issue have used 

‘regular’ and ‘sinusoidal’ waveforms to represent the tumor 

motion, and these limitations have been shown to be signi-

ficant. However, in reality, the tumor motion has an ‘irregular’ 

waveform. Therefore, the aim of this study is to analyze mo-

tion-induced dose error generated by tumor motion parameters 

of irregular tumor motion in helical tomotherapy.

Materials and Methods

1. Theory to acquire the dose profile

  To understand the effects of the irregular tumor motion of a 

target, a simple one-dimensional model was simulated (Fig. 1). 

The target was modeled as a rigid line. The treatment field 

(W), which is blocked by two jaws, represented the treatment 

field exposed in helical tomotherapy. We denoted the positions 

of the treatment field caused by the couch motion and tumor 

motion as ‘ ’ and ‘ ’, respectively. A more detailed ex-

planation is presented in the following section.

  1) Tumor coordinate system: In this study, a tumor co-

ordinate system was used to explain the acquisition process of 

the dose profile and analyze the motion-induced dose errors.4) 

The tumor coordinate system is different from the room coor-

dinate system normally used. The treatment room is the stand-

ard in the room coordinate system; therefore, the target is 

moved by the tumor motion, and the couch is moved in the 

superior-inferior (SI) direction with constant velocity (Fig. 2a). 

Conversely, as the tumor is the standard in the tumor coor-

dinate system (Fig. 2b), the target dose does not move while 

the treatment field undergoes a complex motion.

  2) Static dose acquisition: To produce the dose profiles 

(Fig. 1), a static dose was acquired by using a Hi-Art tomo-

therapy unit (TomoTherapy, Inc., Madison, WI, USA). The to-

motherapy had a ‘static mode’ that prevented the movement of 

gantry and couch during the beam exposure. A cylindrical 

‘cheese’ phantom (TomoTherapy, Inc., Madison, WI, USA; 
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Fig. 2. Position versus time curve of the treatment field in the 

(a) room coordinate system and (b) tumor coordinate system.

Table 1. Experimental conditions used to acquire the static 

dose.

Part Parameters
Experimental 

condition

Gantry Source to axis distance (SAD) 85 cm

Beam delivery mode Static mode

Beam energy 6 MV

Treatment field width 2.5 cm

Angle of exposed beam 90
o

Phantom Type of phantom Cheese phantom

Centered point Isocenter

Film Type of film Gafchromic EBT2

Expiration date June 2015

Lot number 06241301

length: 18 cm, diameter: 30 cm) was used to acquire the static 

dose in the ‘patient-like’ condition. The cheese phantom was 

placed in the isocenter of the tomotherapy. A Gafchromic 

EBT2TM film (Ashland Inc., Covington KY) was inserted in 

the cheese phantom and was exposed by static mode of tomo-

therapy. More details on the conditions used in the measuring 

process are given in Table 1. The film was kept for 24 h at 

controlled pressure and humidity prior to scan. A VXR Dosi-

metry PRO Advantage (RED) Film Digitizer (Vidar Systems 

Corporation, Hendon, Virginia) device and VIDAR TWAIN 

version 5.2 software (Vidar Systems Corporation, Hendon, 

Virginia) were used to scan the film image. The resolution of 

the scanner was 71 dots per inch (DPI), and the scanned range 

was 14×17 inches. All the scanned images were calibrated by 

a film calibration curve determined by using films exposed to 

the known doses of 74.64, 148.14, 222.21, 295.71, 369.2, 

442.7, 516.2, 589.12, and 662.62 cGy. The American Associa-

tion of Physicists in Medicine (AAPM) Task Group report No. 

69 report and many related papers were considered during the 

film measurement.13-15) SI direction curves of the calibrated im-

age were collected, and a curve at the isocenter was selected 

to determine the ‘static dose’ (). ImageJ v1.48 (US National 

Institutes of Health) and Matlab (version R2012b, Mathworks, 

Natick, MA, USA) softwares were used in the process of cali-

bration and acquiring static dose.

  3) Position of treatment field acquisition: The position 

of the treatment field, which is caused by the couch motion 

 , can be written as a function of time t:

     (1)

where   is the initial position at which the static dose starts 

to accumulate and  is the velocity of the couch. As a tumor 

coordinate system was used, the position of the radiation field 

moved in opposite direction to that of the couch motion (Fig. 2).

  To improve the accuracy, all the tumor motions were gen-

erated by an internet accessible respiratory trace generator 

(RTG) (http://www.ucalgary.ca/rop/Research/Respiratory).16) In 

addition, the RTG could produce specific tumor motions for 

which a specific tumor motion parameter was irregular. For 

example, to produce tumor motion for which only the ampli-

tude is irregular, the RTG could generate a tumor motion with 

an amplitude in the range of 1.35∼1.65 cm and a period of 4 s. 

As for  , the opposite direction of the tumor motion ( ) 

was used to calculate the position of the treatment field.

  The position of the treatment field   caused by the couch 

motion and tumor motion was calculated as a function of time 

t:

      (2)
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Table 2. Helical tomotherapy parameters and target volume 

information used in the simulation.

Parameters Experimental condition

Total number of rotation Static mode

Gantry rotation period (Tg) 16 s

Projection number per rotation 51 times

Treatment field width 2.5 cm

Pitch factor 0.287

PTV dimension (Cylindrical shape) Isocenter

where   is the same as that in Equation (1) and   is 

the tumor motion produced by the RTG (Fig. 2) and   is 

the position of the treatment field caused by the tumor motion.

  4) Dose profile acquisition: To acquire the dose profile, 

the position of the treatment field was changed as a function 

of time, and the static doses were cumulated (Fig. 1). The 

dose profile can be expressed as:

 
  



   (3)

where  is dose profile,   is static dose at the position 

of the treatment field   (same as that in Equation (2)),   is 

the time at which the static dose started accumulating, and 

 is the time at which the static dose stopped accu-

mulating. 

2. Methods

  The resulting dose profile depended on four tumor motion 

parameters, i.e., amplitude, period, baseline, and initial phase. 

The moving case (experimental group) and static case (control 

group) were set to confirm the motion-induced dose error. The 

moving case was set to produce a dose profile that has a mo-

tion-induced dose error; the static case was acquired for com-

parison with the moving case. The moving cases were divided 

in two categories. One category was set to confirm the dose 

profile according to the variability of the tumor motion param-

eters in the irregular tumor motion. Based on the regular tu-

mor motion amplitude of 1.5 cm and a period of 4 s, each tu-

mor motion parameter was set to a percent variability of 10% 

(slightly irregular tumor motion case) and 40% (large irregular 

tumor motion case) in tumor motion amplitude (amplitude 

case), period (period case), and baseline (baseline case). For 

example, the slightly irregular tumor motion in the period case 

was set to a tumor motion with amplitude of 1.5 cm and peri-

od between 3.6 s and 4 s. A percent variability of 10% was 

assumed for a tumor motion generated by normal breathing 

and 40% for a tumor motion generated by deep breathing.17) 

The phase case concerned the initial phase of the tumor mo-

tion, which was divided into end inhale, mid exhale, end ex-

hale, and mid inhale. The tumor motions of a regular tumor 

motion case and a patient case were used to compare the dis-

crepancy effects of the tumor motion. The second category 

comprises the patient case, in which all the tumor motion pa-

rameters are irregular. 

  The tumor motion for each moving case was calculated ac-

cording to Equation (2). The dose profiles were acquired by 

adding the calculated position of the treatment field (Equation 

(3)). More details on the conditions adopted to calculate the 

dose profile are given in Table 2. 

  To analyze the motion-induced dose error, the dose profiles 

were evaluated for all the points. The amplitude, period, base-

line, and patient cases were compared with the static case, and 

the maximum dose discrepancy between the moving case and 

static case was investigated. In the phase case, the end inspira-

tion, mid expiration, end expiration, and mid inspiration phases 

of the tumor motion were compared. The position versus time 

curve of the treatment field was used to investigate the causes 

of the motion-induced dose error (Fig. 2). 

Results and Discussion

1. Motion-induced dose errors generated by tumor 

motion parameters (amplitude case, period case, 

baseline case)

  Fig. 3a shows the motion-induced dose error in the ampli-

tude case. The dose profiles in the regular tumor motion case 

(green line), slightly irregular tumor motion case (red line), 

and large irregular tumor motion case (cyan line) were com-

pared with the static case (blue line). The maximum dose dis-

crepancies observed were 3.3% in the regular tumor motion 

case, 3.0% in the slightly irregular tumor motion case, and 

4.6% in the large irregular tumor motion case. Fig. 3b was 

used to analyze the cause of the motion-induced dose error in 

the amplitude case. Owing to the tumor motion, ‘in’ and ‘out’ 
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Fig. 3. (a) Dose profiles in the amplitude case. (b) Position 

versus time curve in the amplitude case. 

Fig. 4. (a) Dose profiles in the period case. (b) Position versus 

time curve in the period case. 

areas were generated by the curves of the static case and mov-

ing case. This effect caused an accumulation of the static dose 

at different positions. In the regular tumor motion case, the 

‘in’ and ‘out’ areas were identical. Therefore, an offset effect 

was generated, allowing the reduction of the motion-induced 

dose error. However, in the amplitude case, the tumor motion 

amplitude varied irregularly and appeared smaller or larger 

than that in the regular tumor motion case. Consequently, 

smaller, or larger, ‘in’ and ‘out’ areas were generated. This ef-

fect reduced the offset effect, and the generated motion-in-

duced dose error was larger than that observed in the regular 

tumor motion case. 

  Fig. 4a shows the motion-induced dose error in the period 

case. The maximum observed dose discrepancy for the slightly 

irregular motion case (red line) was 3.1%, whereas, for the 

large irregular motion case (cyan line), was 4.3%, confirming 

a tendency of the dose profile similar to that observed in the 

amplitude case. In the amplitude and period cases, no large 

discrepancy was observed between the regular tumor motion 

case and the slightly irregular tumor motion case. Fig. 4b ex-

amines the reason behind the motion-induced dose error gen-

erated in the period case. A larger ‘in’ area was produced by 

a larger period and a smaller ‘out’ area was produced by a 

smaller period. This effect reduced the offset effect. 

  Fig. 5a shows the effects on the motion-induced dose error 

in the baseline case. In the slightly irregular motion case, the 

maximum dose discrepancy was 6.9%, whereas, in the large 

irregular motion case, the maximum error was 15.9%. In the 

large irregular tumor motion case, the motion-induced dose er-

ror was greater than that in the slightly irregular tumor motion 

case. In the baseline case, the effects observed in the ampli-

tude case and period case were generated at the same time. 

Therefore, we believe that the baseline drift can have a sig-

nificant impact.

2. Motion-induced dose errors according to the initial 

phase

  The motion-induced dose error can also be observed in the 
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Fig. 5. (a) Dose profiles in the baseline case. (b) Position versus 

time curve in the baseline case. 

Fig. 6. Dose profiles in the phase case (end inspiration, mid 

expiration, end expiration, and mid inspiration). The tumor 

motion was divided in (a) regular tumor motion case and (b) 

irregular tumor motion case. 

initial phase of a tumor motion. Fig. 6 shows that the dose 

profile changed depending on the different initial phase of a 

tumor motion. For a regular tumor motion, the maximum dose 

discrepancy between the initial phases of a tumor motion was 

approximately 0.7%, whereas a value of 1.3% was observed 

for the irregular motion. A different dose discrepancy was ob-

served at different positions of the curve. In the patient case, 

the motion-induced dose error was larger than that in the regu-

lar tumor motion case. To reduce the motion-induced dose er-

ror, the effect of the tumor motion initial phase should be 

considered.

3. Motion-induced dose errors in the patient case

  In the patient case, the effects of the tumor motion parame-

ters (amplitude, period, and baseline) generated motion-induced 

dose errors (Fig. 7a). A maximum 15.0% dose error was ob-

served in the patient case. Fig. 7b reveals the reason of the 

motion-induced dose error. Owing to the effects of the tumor 

motion parameters, the offset effect was not generated in the 

regular tumor motion case, causing a significant motion-in-

duced dose error. 

  To reduce the motion-induced dose errors, it is necessary to 

reduce the variability of the tumor motion parameters. The 

current clinically applicable methods based on abdominal com-

pression and respiratory training seem to provide appropriate 

solutions to minimize the tumor motion. 

  In this study, we analyzed the motion-induced dose error 

generated by irregular tumor motion. The motion-induced dose 

error observed in the irregular tumor motion case was larger 

than those seen in the slightly irregular tumor motion and reg-

ular tumor motion cases. Consequently, we believe that the 

motion-induced dose error generated by a “large irregular” tu-

mor motion can be greater than that of a regular tumor motion. 

Even though this result was acquired by simplifying the treat-

ment field geometry and tumor motion, it still helps intuitively 

understand the relationship between the irregular tumor motion 

and motion-induced dose error.
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Fig. 7. (a) Dose profiles in the patient case: no tumor motion 

case, regular tumor motion case, and real tumor motion case 

were compared. (b) Position versus time curve in the patient 

case.

Conclusion

  In this study, motion-induced dose error as a function of 

each tumor motion parameters of irregular tumor motion dur-

ing helical tomotherapy was investigated. The analysis showed 

that variability control of irregular tumor motion is important. 

We believe variability of irregular tumor motion can be re-

duced by using abdominal compression and respiratory training. 

This study may help understand the effects of the tumor mo-

tion parameters on the dose profile.
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나선형 토모테라피에서 불규칙적인 호흡으로 발생되는 
움직임에 의한 선량 오차에 대한 연구

*가톨릭 학교 의과 학 의공학교실, 
†
가톨릭 학교 생체의공학연구소

조민석*†ㆍ김태호*†ㆍ강성희*†ㆍ김동수*†ㆍ김경 *†ㆍ천 성*†ㆍ서태석*†

본 연구에서는 불규칙 인 종양의 움직임에서 각각의 움직임 라미터에 의해 발생되는 토모테라피 장비의 선량 오차 

특성을 분석하여, 각각의 라미터가 선량에 미치는 효과를 확인하기 해 간소화된 이론 모델을 용, 시뮬 이션 분석

을 수행하고자 한다. 간단한 분석 인 모델이 tumor motion parameters에 의한 motion-induced dose error를 분석하기 

해 사용되었다. 분석 인 모델은 실제 tomotherapy 장비를 이용한 static dose와 Simulated tumor motion를 이용하여 dose 

profile을 획득하는 것이다. 본 연구에서는 Static dose를 얻기 해 Hi-art tomotherapy unit을 이용하 다. Simulated tumor 

motion은 internet accessible respiratory trace generator (RTG) program을 이용하여 획득되었다. 종양의 움직임은 불규칙한 

정도가 큰 이스와 작은 이스, 실제 환자의 종양 움직임을 모사한 이스로 구분하 다. 불규칙도가 작은 이스의 

경우 종양의 진폭, 주기, 베이스라인 등 종양 움직임 라미터에 10% 변동을 인가 하 으며, 불규칙도가 큰 이스의 경

우 40%의 변동을 인가 하 다. 상변동 이스의 경우 종양의 기 상이 end inhale, mid exhale, end exhale, and mid 

inhale으로 나뉘어 졌고, 시뮬 이션을 통해 획득된 각각의 선량분포결과가 비교되었다. 한, 환자 이스에서는 임상과 

동일한 조건에서의 종양 움직임을 인가하여 선량 오차를 획득하 다. 종양의 움직임에 의한 선량은 시뮬 이션 과정을 

통해 계산되었으며 이를 종양의 움직임이 없는 이스와 비교하여 종양 움직임이 선량에 미치는 향을 확인했다. 진폭, 

주기, 베이스라인 등 종양 움직임 라미터가 불규칙하게 변하는 경우, 종양이 불규칙하게 움직이는 이스의 경우 불규

칙도가 큰 이스의 경우가 불규칙도가 작은 이스와 규칙 으로 움직이는 이스보다 더 큰 선량오차가 발생하 다. 

상쇄 효과는 종양움직임의 불규칙성에 반비례하기 때문에, 종양 움직임의 불규칙성이 큰 이스의 경우 불규칙성이 작

은 이스, 종양의 움직임이 규칙 인 이스에 비해 더 은 상쇄 효과가 발생하 다. 상변동 이스의 경우, 불규칙

한 종양의 움직임 이스에서 규칙 인 움직임 이스보다 더 큰 선량 차이가 찰되었고, 한 환자 이스에서 규칙

인 종양의 움직임의 경우보다 더 큰 선량의 차이가 발견되었다. 본 연구에서는 불규칙 인 종양의 움직임에서 각각의 

움직임 변수들의 불규칙성에 따른 발생되는 토모테라피에서의 선량 오차 특성을 분석하 다. 본 연구의 결과를 통해 불

균일한 종양 움직임의 불규칙성을 제어하는 것에 한 요성을 확인할 수 있었고, 이러한 불균일성의 제어의 경우 복부 

압박이나 호흡 훈련을 통해 해결이 가능할 것으로 생각된다.

심단어: 운동유도 선량오차, 종양 움직임, 나선형 토모테라피




